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1.  What did you think was done well during this meeting? 

• Enjoyed Rev. Matthew Deprez and his presentation.  I purchased the book and 
are excited to present it and share it to PW session and women’s study group.  
Thank you for focusing on the youth.  They are the future of the Christ’s church. 
“Love God and Love another”.  Spreading out into the community and show that 
love and be seen doing good and show compation. 

• Well organized.  Ran very well. 
• The whole meeting was excellent, really, especially for one without much 

“actual” business.  Equipping, worship, lunch, presentations, clarity of business, 
all great. 

• I was only present for the meeting after lunch.  Everything was smooth! 
• Worship service – as always.  Speaker and topic subject Rev. Matthew Deprez – 

magnificent. 
• Well organized and presented. 
• Super morning training. 
• I appreciate keeping the concept of a meeting as an event with a significant 

program speaker. 
• Guest for equipping time. 
• The speaker Rev. Matthew Deprez was outstanding – many things to think about 

and to put into practice.  Enjoyed the research – now putting into practice what 
we have learned will be the next challenge. 

• Reports were concise, clear, well presented.  Business meeting moved smoothly 
because in part of the preparation before the meeting. 

• Equipping workshop. 
• I really appreciated our training with the Rev. Matthew Deprez. 
• Worship, chicken soup  The best equipping time ever! 
• The “Growing Young” program was very good.  It would be good for a presbytery 

wide training.  Elder CJ Merriman’s idea of presbytery on a week night or 
weekend is important for us to take up.  Worship was wonderful. 

• Equipping time; youth ministry report; worship – is it feasible to do installation 
of officers in worship, though? 

• The presentation on involving youth. 
• All phases of this meeting! 
• On time not behind schedule; calm, happy, looking to work together.  Good 

program. 
• Elder CJ Merrman’s sermon great; “Growing Young”; communion. 
• Message from Elder CJ Merriman moderator – outgoing; was very inspiring; 

workshop was excellent; food tasty; the presentation on mission was awesome; 
a big thank you to Administrative Commission. 

• I thought the whole meeting went well.  The “Growing Young” presentation was 
especially helpful.   We might do well to revisit this topic in some way during 
2018.  Facility was excellent.  The youth videos were great. 

• Efficient business part of meeting. 
 



2. What would you suggest for upcoming meetings? 
• Continue with the delicious lunch! 
• It would have been more comfortable to have heat on in the sanctuary!  My gosh 

it was cold.  
• I don’t have anything to suggest.  Good meeting. 
• Continued good and focused planning for each meeting. 
• N/A 
• Missionaries reports and partnerships. 
• I’m still learning. 
• However, I would hope a specific intentional inclusion of a small church focus – 

as least in part. 
• Lower volume on organ.  Better (clearer) speaking – moderator and some 

reports. 
• It was great as-is.  Good job! 
• Intergenerational ministry; Providng care for an aging population as the church; 

creative community partnerships; communication skills for congregations, 
committees, sessions, leaders. 

• Perhaps more “generational study” and how this effects “sticky mission”. 
• 3-4 business meeting per year.  Two leadership training and/or equipping for 

ministry times for a larger share of the presbytery, perhaps on a Sunday 
afternoon. 

• Saturday meetings; split worship and business – to meet in the evening, not all 
day. 

• A continuation of the same wonderful planning! 
• I thought it went well. 
• Missions. 
• To involve the youth, by having a Saturday meeting at least once a year helping 

to lead worship at Presbytery meeting;  e.g., special music or call to worship 
leader. 

• Varying styles of worship; more involvement by youth.  Video is very effective. 


